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could hardly make. For this, and other reasons, lessons 
from the British experience will be difficult to draw. 
Britain’s empire was territorial; America’s is not. Britain 
confronted Arab nationalism; America, Islamic extremism. 
Britain fought two major-power wars while America is 
engaged in two asymmetrical conflicts. Still, the story of 
Money, Oil, and Empire will be with us for some time.

Andrew Novo
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This book should be appended to the 
Goldstone Report as witness testimony.  
Sharyn Lock has provided a powerful 
book-length foreign-observer account of 
the impact of Israel’s blitz on Gaza from 
27 December 2008 to 18 January 2009, 
which exposed it as a cruel aggressor and 
blackened its image round the world.

Her daily testimony appeared in snatches in the 
world’s media during the onslaught because Israel 
denied journalists entry to Gaza. Five hundred of us sat 
in Jerusalem and rang our Palestinian, UN, and foreign 
contacts to find out what was happening. While Al Jazeera, 
the only major satellite channel on the ground, reported 
the news from the territory, BBC, CNN and other broad-
casters deployed anchors and crews on Israel’s border 
with Gaza where, to gain height, they often climbed atop 
vehicles to film white phosphorus bombs exploding and 
dripping incandescent death from the sky, while Israel 
denied it was using such weapons over civilian areas. 

Sharyn Lock, or ‘Leila’ as she is known to Palestinians, 
began service with the International Solidarity Movement 
(ISM) by getting shot in the stomach by an Israeli soldier 
during a 2002 anti-occupation demonstration at the West 
Bank town of Beit Jala. En route to the West Bank in 2005 
she was detained and deported by the Israelis, who are the 
gatekeepers of Palestine. 

She made the sea voyage to Gaza on 26 August 2008, 
along with 43 other activists enlisted by the Free Gaza 
Movement. While she makes the point in the book that the 
arrival of the blockade-busting ships was an “important 
symbolic victory” for Gazans and the Movement, she 
forgets to describe the ecstatic welcome the boats received 
from tens of thousands of Palestinians who thronged the 
harbour and took to the sea in fishing craft to greet the 
fragile Greek fishing boats, Free Gaza and Liberty. These 

were, after all, the first vessels to arrive freely in Gaza 
since Israel occupied the Strip in 1967. Lock left Gaza in 
September and returned on 9 December on board Free 
Gaza’s yacht, Dignity, which, on a later voyage, was 
rammed by the Israeli navy off Gaza and eventually sank 
in port in Cyprus.

On arrival, Lock took up the ISM task of documenting 
conditions in Gaza. She toured clinics and paid a condo-
lence visit to the family of a man evaporated by an Israeli 
missile in the garden of his home when he went to water 

freshly planted saplings. Then, on 27 
December, the sky fell in. The attack 
began around 11am, as the first shift of 
children was leaving school and fresh 
graduates of the police academy were 
receiving their diplomas. She narrates in 
detail what she saw and heard over the 
next 22 days working with ambulances 
collecting the wounded and dead, 
helping in the wards of al-Quds 
hospital, and collecting the testimonies 
of families in blasted homes. I rang her 
on 15 January as she was helping to 
evacuate al-Quds hospital, which was 
on fire and under bombardment. On that 
day Israel also used phosphorus bombs 
on the warehouse and motor pool of the 
UN Relief and Works Agency (UNRWA), 

which does the job of the Israeli occupying power by 
taking care of Gaza’s 80%-refugee population. For most of 
the book, Lock keeps her cool, only occasionally letting her 
own anger slip into the terrible story of suffering, death 
and destruction, which the Western powers and UN did 
nothing to stop. They were prepared to allow Israel to kill 
1,400 Palestinians to get rid of Hamas. Israel failed.

Since the war, Lock and her ISM colleagues have been 
accompanying farmers harvesting their crops. They are 
regularly fired upon by Israeli patrols from across the 
border. In some places, crops were crushed by Israeli tanks, 
in others, land was poisoned by Israeli bombs. Lock writes: 
“Israel bans entry of seeds, fertilisers, and machinery parts 
to Gaza. Shooting the farmers as well seems just gratu-
itous.” Indeed, the description is apt word for every Israeli 
incursion or strike on Gaza, a besieged and blockaded land 
inhabited by 1.5 million Palestinians who have been made 
homeless over and over again.

In his afterword, Richard Falk, the UN Special 
Rapporteur on human rights in the Occupied Palestinian 
Territories, praises Lock for “managing to humanise the 
inhuman” and observes that it is a “grotesque mystery” 
to him how “the Israeli psyche can stand” to be a “cruel 
perpetrator of such an orgy of suffering inflicted on an 
entrapped civilian population of whom more than half are 
children.” Anyone reading Lock’s account of the war on 
Gaza is likely to be mystified in the same way.
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